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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Oxford! This is a guide on how you can get involved with climate action and sustainability during your
time here. It’s easy to feel overwhelmed by all the societies and talks available to you at Oxford, so consider this a
starting-point for engaging with the climate crisis while you’re here. There are lots of different ways to get involved.
You can learn more about the climate emergency by attending talks or enrolling in unique climate educational
programmes. You can campaign for change in your college or on a wider scale. There are also a range of
climate societies at Oxford which approach climate action from a variety of angles so that together we have the
greatest possible impact. Finally, we have included a few places to check out in Oxford if you're interested in
sustainable living. Regardless of whether your style of action is through learning more or joining a campaign, there
is a role for you to play here.

Talks and Education
Oxford is home to some of the leading researchers in climate Science,
Economics, and Policy. This means there are always opportunities to hear
about cutting edge climate research whether from Oxford academics or
visiting speakers from all around the world. Though most of these events are
likely to be online in the near future due to Covid-19, this makes it easier than
ever to tune in to talks at a time and place that works for you.
Oxford Climate Society Talks take place every week, and their term card
never disappoints with a diverse mix of speakers covering everything from
the science of new climate technologies to global climate justice. You can
find out more on their website and facebook page, or even check out past
talks on their YouTube channel.
The Environmental Change Institute is a research institute which holds
frequent academic talks open to the public every term. The talks are usually
aimed at an audience who already have some knowledge of climate change
research.
The Oxford Martin School is a research organisation with academics
working on technology, population, health and climate. They often have
webinar events on various climate research issues which you can find on
their website.
Common Ground is a social enterprise organisation comprising a café and
shared workspace in Jericho. Keep an eye out for climate-related events
such as plastic-free workshops and film screenings.
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The Oxford School of Climate Change
If you are looking for more of a formal educational programme, the Oxford School of Climate Change brings
together a diverse group of participants and provides them with a comprehensive education in the core issues
underlying climate change, as well as the most promising solutions that have emerged across the world to address
it. The eight-week programme is organised by Oxford Climate Society and takes place every term. Apply for the
programme at the OCS website.

Campaigning
The Oxford Climate Action Plan is a document which lays out a plan of action for how students think the University should
respond to the climate emergency. The plan was written collaboratively by the Student Union and various student societies,
with input and guidance from leading climate researchers at the University. The plan divides Oxford climate campaigns into
three main goals:
1. Operations: Campaigning for Oxford University to have net zero carbon emissions in the internal running of the
University by 2030 and absolute zero by 2050.
2. Expand Climate Thinking: Expand the climate curriculum so that every student has access to climate education by
2030, and teaching about carbon solutions is expanded across departments.
3. Finances and partnerships: Leverage Oxford’s investments and global network to incentivise climate action, engage
and divest from companies without a net zero plan.
There are various ways you can get involved in these campaigns:
Campaign for sustainable operations
Formally, Oxford University have committed to reducing their carbon emissions by 50% by 2030. However colleges differ in
how much action they have taken and how invested in climate action they are. There are various ways in which you can help
to push for carbon reduction and sustainable change at your college, department, or the central university.
Oxford Climate Society runs bi-termly workshops for students and staff on how to take climate action in your college or
department. The workshops cover a range of ways to cut carbon emissions and increase sustainability, including having
more sustainable food, writing carbon targets, and reducing flying by moving to virtual conferences. The workshops
usually have talks by leading academics or industry experts, with plenty of opportunity for discussion. Find out more here.
Get in touch with your college Environmental Officer to find out how much your college is doing already and how you can
get involved.
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Expand climate thinking
There is an Oxford Climate Society campaign to get better climate change coverage in Undergraduate degrees,
and to make climate education more accessible. Find out more about the campaign and how to get involved here.
Campaign for responsible investments
Oxford Climate Justice Society campaign for divestment of the University’s finances from fossil-fuel companies.
Thanks to their action, the University of Oxford announced formal divestment from fossil fuel investments on April
27th 2020 following a university-wide resolution with no opposition. The society will be continuing to push for
climate action in Oxford this year, so get in touch if you want to get involved in their campaigns.
School Strikes
Youth Strike 4 Climate have held many demonstrations and marches in Oxford, which University students are
welcome to join in solidarity (although the organisers request that speeches are limited to school strikers). Keep
track of whether there are any demos coming up at the Student Climate Network website.
Wider Campaigns
The OCS action team is working on ways to help students campaign for wider climate action in Oxford City and
nationally, by drafting letters to MPs on topics like ensuring a green economic recovery following the effects of
Covid-19. Keep an eye out on their website, or get in touch with the campaigns team if you want to be involved.

Key Players at oxford
The Oxford Student Union is the representative body for all University of Oxford students, with members elected
by the student body. You can normally book meeting rooms at the SU building on Worcester Street, as well as find
about opportunities for a range of volunteering positions through them. The Vice President for Charities and
Communities this year is Ben Farmer, who is committed to pushing the Uni and colleges to be more sustainable
in his role.
There are a wide range of student societies at Oxford dedicated to fighting climate change in various ways, which
we have listed at the end of this guide. These are student societies which you can sign up to join if you’re
interested in getting involved in more activism.
Most colleges have environmental officers – a student elected by the JCR or MCR/GCR to address sustainability
in their college. You can find a list of your elected officers in your college here. Ask your environmental officer if
you want to find out what climate action is happening at your college, and how to get involved.
The Oxford Sustainability Team is run by the Oxford sustainability department, who are a full-time division of
university staff employed to reduce the environmental impact of the University as a whole. They are currently
developing a University Environmental Sustainability Strategy which provides a more detailed climate policy for the
University (it’s important to remember that the Sustainability Team is in charge of the University estates and
departments but not the colleges, which are autonomous bodies). They also run the National scheme Green
Impact, a step-by-step guide designed for students or staff which helps anyone who is interested to improve the
sustainable practices of their building, department or college.
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Student Environmental Societies
Oxford has over 400 student societies which are a great way to meet other students with similar interests and
passions. Listed below are the student societies specifically focussed around environmental issues. You can
either take part by attending events and socials they organise, or get more hands-on and join their committees.
Different societies will hold committee elections at different times and some involve more time commitment than
others so check out the websites or facebook pages if you’re interested.
Oxford Climate Society is an award-winning society committed to providing information about the
climate emergency, and for pushing for climate action within the University. You can attend their
weekly talks, sign up for their educational programme (the Oxford School of Climate Change), or
attend one of their workshops for students and staff with information about how to make colleges
and departments more sustainable.

Nature Conservation Society offers talks, film screenings and outdoor events on a wide range of
current and contentious conservation issues, given by distinguished speakers.

Oxford Climate Justice Society are a group of students, academics and alumni who are
dedicated to campaigning for the University of Oxford and its many colleges to divest their
endowments from fossil fuels.

Oxford Sustainability Society was set up to encourage sustainable lifestyle and actions at all
levels of life in and around Oxford. In the past they have campaigned to reduce food waste in
colleges and organised sustainable clothing swaps.

The Oxford Vegan and Vegetarian Society is a social hub for the plant-based student community,
putting on socials, meet-ups, giveaways, and film screenings.

Oxford Waste Society began in response to the global pollution crisis, holding talks and
discussions aiming to find solutions to global waste issues from fast fashion to food waste.

There are also some local societies and organisations not affiliated with the University which you can join if you're
interested:
Abundance Oxford is a not-for-profit community harvesting, redistributing & preserving group. They
harvest excess fruit and veg from back gardens across Oxford, redistribute it to community groups
who want and need fruit.
Extinction Rebellion Oxford is the Oxford branch of the non-violent direct-action movement group
Extinction Rebelliong, demanding urgent action in the face of the climate emergency.
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Green Living iN oxford
There are a number of things you can do to support local sustainable businesses and charities, and improve your
environmental footprint. We've selected a handful of places worth checking out if you are interested in sustainable
living in Oxford.
Support the circular economy
SHARE Oxford – A Library of Things: Enables people to borrow items that are only occasionally needed, such as
DIY tools, outdoors and sports equipment, domestic and cooking equipment, etc.
Repair Café: SHARE Oxford organizes free Repair Cafés on every first Sunday of every other month between 2pm
—5pm at which volunteers help you fix things.
Charity shops: second-hand shops whose profits go directly to charity.
Students of Oxford Swap Shop: Group of Facebook on which students of Oxford University advertise second-hand
items.
Reduce packaging by using refill shops
SESI Pop-Up Shop: Refill a wide range of organic, fair-trade, and local food, and supply detergent refills. Every
Saturday from 10am—1pm at East Oxford Farmers’ and Community Market.
Flo’s Refill Shop: Refill staple food items, detergents, and environmentally sound baby products. The Place in the
Park, Rymers Lane. Every Saturday and Wednesday 12.30pm—5pm.
Waitrose & Partners Unpacked: Refill staple food items, detergents, coffee, wine and beer, or borrow a box from
them. 110—120 Botley Rd. Monday-Saturday: 8am-9pm, Sunday: 10am-4pm.
Wild Honey: Refill a wide range of soaps, shower gel, shampoos, softeners and detergent. 12 South Parade.
Monday-Friday: 9am-6.30pm, Saturday: 9am-6pm, Sunday: 10am-5pm.
Reduce food waste
The OLIO App: Connects neighbours with each other and with local businesses so surplus food can be shared, not
thrown away.
The Oxford Food Surplus Café: Transforms surplus food into delicious healthy meals accessible to all, where
customers are able to contribute either what they can afford or what they think the food, space, and idea is worth.
Too Good To Go App: Connects businesses who have surplus food with members of the public who want to
rescue this food at a discount or retail price and collect it from the stores
Use Box Schemes
Veg in Clover Organic box: Scheme based at Sandy Lane Farm where a large selection of vegetables is grown.
Additional veg are sourced from local farms and wholesalers. Deliveries in most parts of Oxford are made by pedal
van.
Cultivate Veg Van: Coop offering weekly boxes for local, mostly organic veg.
OxCo-op: A student volunteer-run co-op making environmentally and socially sustainable food more affordable
and accessible to Oxford's student population. Place your veg box order on a Sunday evening and collect it from
the pop-up shop (which also sells larder provisions) on the 1st floor of the Turl Street Kitchen, OX1 3DH on Friday
3.30pm — 5.30pm (during term time).
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